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Great Circle Machinery

We offer heavy-duty, high-priced items on our site. It’s 
tough to gain shoppers' trust to make a purchase, but 
the Buy with Prime badge on our site gives shoppers 
peace of mind knowing their orders are fulfilled by 
Amazon with the Prime delivery promise. Buy with 
Prime now accounts for over 70% of our website orders 
and revenue. We’re excited to see what’s next.
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COMPANY SNAPSHOT

Great Circle Machinery has always sold its heavy-duty tools and equipment directly to 

consumers onits own ecommerce site, GreatCircleUS.com, but in the past it struggled to 

find the resources and solutions necessary todrive traffic and process and fulfill orders. 

That’s why the business has historically focused its sales onAmazon—in fact, 99% of 

sales came from Amazon.com. In addition to handling the traffic and fulfillmentpieces, 

selling on Amazon.com gives Great Circle greater scale and visibility in an industry of big-

name brandsand an opportunity to reach an underserved category of everyday shoppers 

looking to purchase equipment in an industry that generally caters to professionals.


With a rise in DIY projects over recent years, however, Great Circle wanted to invest more 

in its site as an additional sales channel to reach more shoppers. Purchasing heavy-duty 

equipment can be daunting for the average consumer, with the industry’s niche items and 

highprice points. So the team at Great Circle decided to use its website, including 

educational information and demos, to help break down barriers and make the space 

more accessible and inviting.


Great Circle turned to Buy with Prime to help simplify fulfillment and attract shoppers. 

Using the Buy with Prime marketing toolkit, Great Circle can include Buy with Prime 

branding on its own marketing and advertising to signal to Prime members that they can 

get the trusted shopping experience they expect from Amazon directly on Great Circle’s 

site. Orders on eligible products are processed automatically and fulfilled by Amazon, 

giving the Great Circle teammore time to focus on other areas of the business while still 

giving customers the high-quality shoppingexperience the company strives for. 

Buy with Prime helps Great Circle Machinery reach an underserved 
category of shoppers with DIY tools and equipment.

Building heavy-duty trust
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Keeping up with shopper expectations


As Great Circle has focused more on its own ecommerce website to complement 

its Amazon.com sales, the team recognized that the ecommerce landscape has 

shifted since the business’s early days. “People are getting more used to buying 

everything online and they want things fast—they want it now,” Patrick says. 

For an industrial equipment company, with products that are bulky and often 

weigh hundreds of pounds, such as wood chippers and utility wagons, it was 

difficult for Great Circle to keep up with those shopper expectations.


Offering Buy with Prime on its DTC site allows Great Circle to offer the same 

fast, free shipping that Prime members expect when shopping the company’s 

products on Amazon.com. They also get the transparent delivery estimates and 

updates they depend on. For heavy, niche products that the average shopper 

might not expect to be shipped in 1-2 days, being able to offer Prime shopping 

benefits beyond Amazon has helped Great Circle meet shoppers’ expectations.











Making selling and shopping easier


In addition to making it easier for Great Circle shoppers to get industrial 

equipment shipped fast—and with free shipping—Buy with Prime has simplified 

shoppers’ checkout experience. Choosing to check out with Buy with Prime 

means Prime members can easily sign in to Amazon and use the payment and 

shipping information already in their account, expediting the path to purchase.



For Great Circle, Buy with Prime has streamlined the entire ecommerce sales 

process—from order management to fulfillment to returns—which means 

Patrick and the team can spend more effort on other important areas, like 

marketing and customer support. “The ease of use and time savings is huge,” 

Patrick says. “Knowing that Buy with Prime is taking care of all of it, from top to 

bottom, allows us to focus on taking care of our customers. I really see it as 

game-changing for ecommerce.”


Building customer trust


With the extra time they’re getting back, the Great Circle team has been 

focusing more on outreach to ensure customers feel heard and supported. 

Building this trust is especially important in the heavy-duty equipment industry, 

where price points are high, big brands are already established, and shoppers 

typically don’t make impulse purchases. Education on quality is also important 

for tool longevity and safety.


Patrick points to the Buy with Prime badge in marketing materials and on the 

website and the Prime logo on product pages as important signals for shoppers 

to trust Great Circle’s products from the start. Using the Buy with Prime badge, 

in particular, helps give shoppers a sense of confidence about Great Circle as a 

company.

“For smaller ecommerce businesses like ours, it can be tough to ask people to go 

to a website they aren’t familiar with and then spend sometimes upwards of a 

thousand dollars,” Patrick explains. “So being able to use the Buy with Prime 

badge is a way of validating our site and giving shoppers the peace of mind that 

they’ll get the familiar Prime shopping experience through our site.”


Great Circle uses the Buy with Prime badge and brand guidelines to build 

marketing campaigns that help drive shopper interest in its products that offer 

Buy with Prime. This lets Prime members know that they can get a shopping 

experience they know and trust from Amazon directly on GreatCircleUS.com. It 

also provided promotions and discounts for Buy with Prime products to increase 

awareness of this new checkout option on its site.


Patrick and his team are optimistic about Great Circle’s journey with Buy with 

Prime and see the timing of Buy with Prime’s launch and the business’s focus on 

its website as serendipitous. They’re eager to take the success Great Circle is 

seeing on Amazon.com to their ecommerce site without losing the scale and 

credibility that Amazon brings. Whereas Patrick previously worried that an 

ecommerce site would compete with Great Circle’s Amazon.com sales, he sees 

Buy with Prime as bridging the two so they now complement each other. He 

adds, “For small businesses trying to sell directly to consumers, Buy with Prime 

could potentially be life-altering.”




Patrick Sean Briseno,  Sales & Marketing Manager

Great Circle Machinery

Being able to use Buy with Prime to offer the 
Prime delivery promise on our own site is huge. 
If we can get our products to customers faster, 
it's a win-win for everybody.


